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SET UP 2FA ON M365
Having two-factor authentication (2FA)
set up for work is a great way to add an

extra layer of security.
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SPRING IS UP AHEAD

ADD AN AUTHENTICATOR

As winter's grip loosens and nature begins
to awaken, March ushers in a season of
renewal and growth. This month,
synonymous with the arrival of Spring, is a
vibrant blend of longer daylight hours,
blooming flowers, and the promise of
warmer days. It's a time when we shake off
the winter blues and embrace the
rejuvenating energy around us.

Setting up 2FA (Two-Factor Authentication)
in Microsoft 365 is a crucial step to

enhance the security of your account.
Watch our YouTube video for a short and  

straightforward explanation on how you
can set up an authenticator via your online

web account.

Luck often comes to those who are
prepared and persistent

WATCH ON YOUTUBE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eS--kJRitwg


CLICK IMAGES TO WATCH

Over the past month, we’ve shared an
array of cybersecurity tips and
educational content. From bite-sized
reels that break down complex security
concepts to videos offering practical
advice on how to safeguard data, we've
covered a broad spectrum of topics.

We’re always working to empower our
followers with the knowledge and tools
necessary to navigate the digital world
securely. If you’re interested in learning
more, click the images to watch our
videos on the topics at hand.

READ OUR BLOG POST TO LEARN MORE

CYBERSECURITY
EDUCATION

Voicemail email scams are a growing concern.
These phishing attempts pose significant
threats to personal and business security, as
they seek to compromise online credentials
and other sensitive information. The messages
mimic real voicemail notifications, luring
victims into a sense of familiarity and
perceived safety. It's crucial to stay vigilant
and informed about these deceptive tactics to
safeguard against potential cyber threats. 

HOW TO AVOID VOICEMAIL EMAIL SCAMS
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